ANMI and IC Medical signed an exclusive distribution
agreement for the supply ANMI’s products including PSMA-11
cold kits for diagnosis and management of prostate cancer in
the Netherlands.
Liège, Belgium and Vosselaar, Belgium – October 4th 2015
ANMI and IC Medical announced their collaboration for distribution of ANMI’s
products in the Netherlands. The first commercial product is PSMA-11 cold kit for
production of 68Ga-PSMA-11, for diagnosis and management of prostate cancer.
This is part of the common strategy of IC Medical and ANMI to be able to provide
a reliable, straight forward and cost effective processes for 68Ga tracers production
and in particular PSMA-11.
Ludovic Wouters, CEO and Co-founder of ANMI commented, “IC Medical has a
long experience in nuclear medicine. Their focus on PET, SPECT, diagnosis and
therapy make IC Medical a valuable partner for ANMI on this promising territory”.
Ron van Loon, General Manager and owner of IC Medical, emphasizes the fact
that with the availability of new technology more products will be available for
the diagnosis and treatment of patients suffering from cancer. It’s our strong
belief that the partnership with ANMI combines innovative science and a
longstanding experience in the nuclear medicine industry, to better serve our
patients.
About ANMI
ANMI SA is an Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) supplier for radiometals
labeled radiopharmaceuticals and a global service provider in the nuclear
medicine field, located in Liège, Belgium.
ANMI has developed innovative solutions to facilitate the synthesis of these
theranostic radiopharmaceuticals and to ease their daily production in hospitals.
ANMI vision is focusing on increasing patient access to new highly specific
theranostic radiopharmaceuticals through straight forward and cost effective
production processes.
More information on www.anmi.be or info@anmi.be
About IC Medical
Since 2006, IC Medical’s main focus is on SPECT and PET imaging products and
products for the diagnosis and treatment of cancer. To stay in the forefront of
technological advancement, IC Medical collaborates with specialized companies
that develop innovative products and show commitment to the future of Nuclear
Medicine.
More information on www.icmedical.eu

